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	STAFF’S FortY-FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO  FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY (NOS. 474-504)
	DEFINITIONS
	INTERROGATORIES
	474. Referring to the rebuttal testimony of Witness Cohen, page 18, lines 12-18, please explain whether FPL developed the proposed CILC demand and energy charges pursuant to the guidelines stated in Commission Order No. 22747, issued on March 28, 1990...
	475. In rebuttal testimony filed by Witness Deaton on July 31, 2012, in Docket No. 120015-EI, Witness Deaton stated on pages 10-11: “The CILC rate classes’ demand charges are set to recover the production, transmission, and distribution demand related...
	476. Referring to the rebuttal testimony of Witness Cohen, page 25, lines 20-23, please provide an estimate of the administrative cost and cost of implementing changes to FPL billing system that would be required for a new tariff.
	477. Referring to the rebuttal testimony of Witness Cohen, page 10, lines 18-19, please elaborate on the statement “Rather, it changes the customers from whom that revenue is to be recovered” and explain which customers the witness refers to.
	478. Referring to the rebuttal testimony of Witness Cohen, page 9, lines 9-14 and MFR Schedule E-5, line 31, please explain why the decrease in CILC/CDR credit offset ($22,969) is shown as a reduction in MFR E-5, line 31, rather than an addition to th...
	479. Please provide a modified version of  witness Morley’s Exhibit RM-5  based on the 2015 Ten Year Site Plan data as well as supporting data in Excel format.
	480. Please refer to witness Morley’s Exhibit RM-5.  Why is weather normalized retail delivered sales per customer increasing in 2016 compared to 2015, followed by four years of significant declines?
	481. Regarding FPL’s load factor appearing in Schedule 3.3 of FPL’s 2016 Ten Year Site Plan, is it correct that the tables show non-weather normalized (for both NEL and Peak Demand)historical load factors and  weather normalized (for both NEL and Peak...
	482. For what purposes is it appropriate to compare historical non-weather normalized load factors to forecasted weather normalized load factors?
	483. For what purposes is it appropriate to compare historical weather normalized load factors to forecasted weather normalized load factors?
	484. Please refer to Page 23 and 24 of witness Morley’s direct testimony.  Please provide citations to documents relied upon in Dr. Morley’s description of FPL’s, DEF’s, Gulf’s, and TECO’s calculation of load factors and definitions of peak demand.
	485. Please refer to Page 25 of witness Morley’s rebuttal testimony.  Please compare, quantitatively and qualitatively, FPL’s adjustment needed to reconcile FPL’s total sales summed across the individual revenue classes with FPL’s NEL forecast in the ...
	486. Please refer to witness Morley’s rebuttal testimony, Exhibit RM-7.  What is the correlation coefficient of the NEL and Summer Peak data presented in this exhibit.
	487. Please refer to witness Morley’s rebuttal testimony, Exhibit RM-8.  What is the standard deviation and variance of the weather normalized load factor data presented in this exhibit?
	488. In reference to the question posed to witness Morley found on page 32, lines 10-12 of their rebuttal testimony, does witness Morley believe that the composite inflation forecast proposed by witness Dismukes  falls under the “some other measure” p...
	489. On pages 31-35 of witness Morley’s rebuttal testimony, witness Morley seems to address the components of witness Dismukes proposed composite CPI measure individually the rather than the composite as a whole. Does FPL refute or agree with witness ...
	490. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, Exhibit NW-4, page 2, regarding net salvage percentage of Account 353.
	a. Please specify the “recent years,” explain the “recent warranty transactions,” and identify the cause(s) of the “recent warranty transactions.”
	b. Does FPL expect the “warranty transactions” to occur again within the next four years? eight years? Please explain your response.

	491. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, Exhibit NW-3, pages 6-8, regarding life analysis of Account 355.
	a. Please identify how many steam-fire power plants FPL has retired during the past four and nine years, respectively. Please also specify the name and capacity of each plant identified.
	b. Please identify how many combined cycle plants FPL has retired during the past four and nine years, respectively. Please also specify the name and capacity of each plant identified.
	c. Please identify how many steam-fire power plants FPL has planned to retire within the next four and nine years, respectively. Please also specify the name and capacity of each plant identified.
	d. Please identify how many combined cycle plants FPL has planned to retire within the next four and nine years, respectively. Please also specify the name and capacity of each plant identified.
	e. Apart from what happened at FPL’s nuclear power plants, please identify the dollar amount, and its percentage of the total plant balance of the account, associated with the step-up transformer retirements/replacements that occurred prior to, or not...
	f. Please provide the estimates regarding the dollar amount, and its percentage of the total plant balance of the account, associated with FPL’s planned step-up transformer retirements /replacements that will occur prior to, or not due to, the end of ...
	g. Please provide an updated Figure 3 shown on page 7 by adding curves of IOWA 32-R1, IOWA 33-R1, and IOWA 35-R1.
	h. Please identify the retirement rates for this account by completing table below:

	492. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, Exhibit NW-4, page 14, regarding the net salvage of Accounts 364.1 and 364.2. Please explain why “it is reasonable at this time to expect that on a percentage basis the net salvage will...
	493. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, Exhibit NW-3, page 18, regarding life analysis of Account 356. Please specify for how many years “FPL has had higher voltage transmission lines.”
	494. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, Exhibit NW-3, page 25, regarding life analysis of Account 364.1.
	a. Please specify for how many years “FPL has treated [wood] poles.”
	b. Please provide the source of information, if any, to support the consideration that “[n]ewer treatments may be more environmentally friendly but do not necessarily result in an appreciably longer life (and the opposite could in fact be true).”

	495. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, Exhibit NW-4, page 25, regarding the net salvage of Account 369.1. Noted that witness Allis has “given more consideration to longer term average” for his estimate, please provide a five...
	496. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, Exhibit NW-4, page 31. Please identify the reasons and/or causes of the more negative salvage in the recent years shown in the historical data to justify FPL’s proposed decrease in net ...
	497. Referring to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, Exhibit NW-3, pages 33-35, please confirm that the life analysis presented in this section (xi) is related to Account 367.6, rather than Account 376.6.
	498. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, page 45, lines 1-2. Please further elaborate on why using/applying constant interim retirement rates to production assets that were formulated approximately 7 years ago would be inappro...
	499. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, page 47, lines 13-14. Here it is written in discussing methods of estimating interim retirements, in particular the use of survivor curves, that “[i]t is also considered to be the most ...
	500. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, page 81, lines 17-19. Please elaborate on the statement “if anything my method actually results in allocating too much of the depreciation reserve to Account 343.2.”
	501. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, page 114, lines 1-4. Please further elaborate as to why the witness believes that the frequency of recessions (or slower general economic activity), will not occur in the next twenty ye...
	502. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Allis, page 125, lines 1-4. Please further elaborate as to why the witness would propose net salvage values (generally speaking, i.e. for any accounts) that are “actually quite conservative wh...
	503. For this interrogatory, please complete the table below:
	504. Please refer to the Rebuttal Testimony of FPL witness Ferguson, page 8, lines 1-19. Please submit all documents being referred to in this section in the format of strikethrough original, and an underlined corrected version. Only the pages with th...
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